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3 To Give
Dr. Alden Appointed Highlights
Acting English Head Of ’Walk’
Dr. Miller To Teach

Ds Donald II. Alden, professor
English. has been named acting
ad of the English department
SJS for the spring semester,
"tes. John T. Wahlquist annotate
yesterday.
Dr. Alden will succeed Dr.
’Weld P. Miller, present head of
be department, who is retiring at
he end of this semester to devote
VII time to teaching.
After teaching at Los Angeles
hy college for more than 10
ears, Dr. Alden came to SJS In
946. He received his B.A. and
LA. degrees from Stanford durng the 1920’s and his Ph.D. from
ale university in 1933.
FITHRIGHT GRANT
Selected for a Fulbright grant
hr the school year of 1958-59,
rofessor Alden spent the year at
illiman university in Damaguete,
atilippines, lecturing on the teachn of English.
Among projects which Dr. Alden
tas supervised here at SJS, the
act recent one is the experiment
’’Tree writing" which the EngIan department is currently conacting. Designed to improve and
geelerate the teaching of English
omposition to subject "A" stuents, the experiment requires
tudents to write in volume on any
abject of their choice.
Dr. Alden said that "the amount
II money spent on teaching Ens:escomposition in American coi
Is enormous. Methods s!
ssehinsit 4. diverse. and vs.

ouncil To Hear
Goldstein Report
At its meeting tomorrow at 2:30
xn, in the College Union. 315 S.
’inth St., Student Council will
ear a report from Barney Gold.
Item, ASH personnel director, on
new method for appointing stuent members of hoards and comittees on campus.
Rill Hauck, chairman of the
stuncil and ASH vice president,
taut that three years ago a program under which applications
ere taken within three days after
Shoot started, was junked to try
smething new.
The present method is ineffective
cause it is too slow, Hauck said.
Ste may return to the old
sysem." he added,

little is known about how to improve the teaching, SO the field is
’wide open for experiment"
He stated that children learn
complex sentence patterns in their
speech at a very early ageeven
before they can read and write.
NO COMMAND’
"Those who fail college entrance
exams in English often do no because they haven’t a command of
these sentence patterns in their
writing," the professor said.
The traditional method of teaching sentence structure is to explain it, Dr. Alden noted, adding
that students enrolled in subject
"A" presumably have had it explained to them year after year
in their elementary and high
school English classes.
"Something has gone wrong
when high school graduates can’t
put on paper sentences that have
been part of their speech pattern
since early childhood," he continued. "The ’free writing’ approach to composition can teach
students that they have an unconscious command of sentence
structure."
Dr. Alden is a member of the
Modern Language asociation, the
American Association for Aesthetics and the National Council of
Teachers of English.

Football Film
Shown Tonight
Film highlight, ot the San Jose
State-Colorado state f oot b a 11
game will be the first of two features being presented a,t Co-Rec
tonight at 7:30 in the Women’s
gymnasium. The regular activities
will begin at 7 p.m.
Describing the action will be
SJS Varsity Line Coach Harry
Anderson, who will also provide
a little insight into the game.
According to Mike Manning, cochairman of Co-Rec. the VelvaTeen dance band will make another appearance. "In the past, the
Velva-Teens have been one of
Co-Rec’s most popular attractions," said Manning.
Other weekly activities, such as
volleyball, ping pone, shuffle
board, four square, and other
quiet games will be offered.

Engineer Discusses
,Dynamics of Space
.11S’Ilcit ’ii ’"a proved Coperteas’ theory that the
planets cm.
Slay arotind the sun,
he probably
ain’t think it would
help puf a
an an the :noun,
but it. may do
ist that.
’ Dr. Gil 1,41 A. Etemad,
assistant
ivision manager
of Flight Scinos at Soekheetl
Aircraft corPastion, in a speech to
the Society
s Mechanical
Engineers at SJS
’1.st night. staid that
all of the diseoveries of space
exploration dethe from laws
that men like
Saliks part down
centuries ago.
Speaking on
"The Dynamics of
SPace Flight,"
Dr. Eternad said
that. since the
moon has no at111’4P/tem. it is an cleat
base from
which to observe
outer space.
Artiong other applications
of
’,ince flight that
he described, was
th‘" Placing of satellites
in orbit
"I’ %scattier stations
!teats 0( immediate and as a
communications with
any spot on earth. The
Dater would
require three satellars placed
in orbit ’23,000 miles
ems the earth
arid parallel .with
the equator.
he said. If they
were
?.1’ersi al angles of
120 degTees,
lie es-se ,
-lained, signals
originating
Go earth (Nam
he bounced from
"Ite satellite to
another and back
fr) any sPral on the
earth.
Fternael was graduated
with

The FOS student director).
commonly known am "Hustlers’
Handbook," will be on sale Monday and Tuesday for 75 cents at
lour campus locations. Directories will he sold in the Spartan bookstore, in front of the
cafeteria and librar) and at the
Student Affairs business once.

Three of 31 "peace walkers"
who arrived in Moscow, Oct. 3,
will speak today in C11226, 3:30
p.m., on "Highlights of the San
Francisco-Moscow Walk."
The talk Is sponsored by TASC,
campus political party, in cooperation with the American Friends
Service committee, a serivce organizat ion.
The speakers are Ed Lazar, Barton and Martha Slone, three of
16 Americans who participated in
the walk. They have seven other
appearances today in San Jose,
8700 MILES
The group of 31 marchers spent
10 months walking 6700 miles
across the U.S., England, Belgium.
West and East Germany and Poland before entering Moscow.
In Moscow, the group was greeted by Premier Nikita ’thrushchev’s wife who invited them for
tea. She said she would tell her
husband of its message which
asked banning of the bomb and
called for unilateral disarmament
both by the U.S. and the Soviet
Union.
In the talk, the three will report the following:
their debate with Russian students at Moscow university and
the students’ views
- their impressions of the crisis
in Berlin
--their conversations with the
Russian people on unilateral disarmament while they were walking to Moscow.
REFUSED PERMISSION
Before their debate with the
Russian students, the administration and faculty of Moscow university first refused to permit the
marchers to talk to the students.
The students, however, demanded
that they be allowed to talk to
them.
Lazar. a graduate of Columbia
university, joined the group in
London. He was is jail for six
months for demonstrating on an
Atlas missle base.
Barton Stone, of Florida state
university, was the only one of
the three to make the complete
march from San Francisco to Moscow. In all, eight members of the
group completed the walk.
Martha Stone previously attended Bethel college, Kansas.
Formerly Martha Rich, she married Stone in Germany.
After their talk to the students,
an informal tea will be held at
57 E. Santa Clara st., room 216,
for the speakers and interested
persons.

Senior Applicants
For Fulbright Grant
To Be Interviewed

a 13.S. degree front the University
of Teheran in 1943. .He received
Two candidates for national Fulhis M.S. from Harvard in 1948
and his Ph.D. from the Univer- bright scholarships will he selected today by the campus Fulbright
sity of California in 1953,
committee to represent SJS in
state-wide competition, according
to Don Ryan. assistant to the dean
of students.
Interviews by the committee will
be in Adm236 at 3:30 p.m.
The two eandidates will be seMartin Butter’s "Paths in Utolected from four applicants: James
pia," a book on the ills of modern Rickard, mathematics major; Misocialism, will be reviewed today chael Chang, music’ major: Thomas
by Dr. David I. holstein, asso- Brunetti’, political science major,
ciate professor of history, at 12:30 and Carol Reed, English major. All
p.m. in rooms A and B of the col- four are seniors.
According to Ryan, each candilege cafeteria.
date will he interviewed "to try
Dr. Kulstein’s talk is one in the
to determine why he wants a Finseries of book talks being presentscholarship: Why he wants
bright scholarship;
ed by the Faculty Library comto study in a particular country;
mittee this semester.
and what his particular project
Dr. Kulstein plans to present will he in that country."
an exposition of Flutter’s thesis
Composing the committee are
and add his own critical com- Dr. S. Laird Swagert, professor of
ments. Dr. Kulstein said his atti- political faience; Dr. George G.
tude toward the book "is somewhat Brunt?,, professor of history, predivided."
Mimi science, and education; Dr.
Bober is an internationally Richard C,. Tansey, professor of
He
philosopher.
known religious
art; Dr. Wesley T. Goddard, head
has been active in the Zionist of the Foreign Language’s departmovement in Israel.
ment; Dr. W. Donald Head. assistDr. Kulstein has been at 5.15 ant professor of English; and
since 1938. He received his Ph.D. Thomas Egad. pmfesaor of music,
from Harvard university in 1955. chairman.

Prof Will Review
’Paths in Utopia’
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First of Kind at SJS

Biology Graduate Wins
National Science Grant

MRS. IRENE BROWN, winner of a National Science foundation
fellowship, considers a point while working beside one of the
specially-built cages for her experiment of tranquilizers on sparrows. She is the first SJS graduate to receive such an award.

H,s 1.11STEIL oN
sparrows
ssos.
h
An SJS graduate student on Brown is using specially-built
biology, Mrs. Irene Brown, has cages with a microswitch that
seen awarded a fellowship by the
sends electrical impulses every
’sational Science foundation.
time the bird drops on the perch.
The fellowship, which Mrs.
I mown won in national competi- An electrorlic device records how
ion, is the first such award earn- often this occurs in an hour.
sal by an SJS graduate student.
Besides their restlessness, the
Among 150 grants given to sparrows also get very fat. Mrs.
’raduate students across the na- Brown continued "This is because
son in biological sciences. Mrs. they eat too much and because
i;rown will receive $150 a month
for the current school year and Their metabolism is altered so that
other benefits to do research for more of their food goes to fat."
She noted a paradox when C0111 ser M.A. in biology at SJS.
Toward this end, Mrs. Brown is paring this to human behavior.
experimenting with tranquilizers Where an overweight person tends
and their effects on white crown to slow down his activity, the
sparrows, a small, local bird which sparrows tend to get more restsummers in the north in Washing- less as they get fatter, Mrs. Brown
said.
ton, Oregon and Canada.
"The tranquilizerreserpine--is
’NIGHT RESTLESSNESS’
"While they’re preparing to mi- usually given to mental patients
grate," Mrs. Brown said, "they and people with hypertension." she
develope night restlessness that is said. "When given to the birds,
extremely active. They sleep little. we find that it controls their fat
if any, and when kept in cages, and their activity decreased."
this will continue for several i "By varioos staining techniques." Mrs. Brown continued.
months."
To measure the effects on the "I am able to see the changes in
the hypothalamus, the center in
the brain that controls the pituitary functions."
’TOO EARLY TO SAY’
According to present theory, the
tranquilizer operates on the brain,
she said. "However, it’s too early
s, say how effective this is although indications are that the
birds are tranquilized. The cellular
,i ’,duf,’n. ia s real hot spot changes are still to be interPerfor narcotics," stated the legis- tateti"
What happens if the birds retator who has urged the passage
of stricter narcotics enforcement ceive an overdose? "They become
quite tame." she answered.
laws.
Assemblyman Allen, who is conBesides working for her M.A.
sidered a possible candidate for in biology, Mrs. Brown also is
attorney general in 1962, criticized working for her junior college
Democratic Attorney Genera teaching credential. She was grad Mosk for having no program on lasted from SJS with a B.A. in bionarcotics.
logical science in 1955 and worked
Assemblyman Allen is expected five years at the University of
to announce tomorrow morning California Radiation laboratory in
in Los Angeles if he will be a can- Livermore before returning here.
didate for attorney general.

Men Accuses Demos
Of to-Nothing’ Attitude
Assemblyman Bruce F’
’vi
IR.-Loss Gatos) accused the Democratic party in California, and
particularly the attorney general’s
office, of having a "do-nothing
attitude" toward communism,
crime and corruption last night
in a speech at the Young Republican club meeting.
The Republican assemblyman
called the majority party’s opera -

, school ss si ens ’
ted Assso,
Wyman Allen.
The Republican leader declared
that the sudden rise of peace
marchers all over the United
States is a "most effective stab
in the back."
"They’re actually weakening the
position of the United States in
the world today," he said.
On crime in California. Assemblyman Allen listed the state as
having the second highest crime
rate in the nation, with Nevada
first.

Dr. Schutz To Speak
On ’Sensible Defense’

BRUCE ALLEN
... attacks Democrats
tion of the 1961 legislature session a "corruption of the democratic process."
On the final day of the 120day session, the legislature passed
a hill a minute from 9 a.tn. to
midnight. the 29th district assemblyman told the small audience of students.
The majority kearicrs planned to
swamp the legislators with a pile
of bills on the tinal day so that
two or three bills that would not
have otherwise passed could get
through, he charged.
Assemblyman Allen, speaking in
relation to the 1960 House UnAmerican committee hearings in
San Francisco. chastised Attorney
General Stanley Monk for saying
a public school teacher did not
have to answer the question. "are
you a member’ of the Communist
party?" and should not be fired
If he refused.
"It should be a part of every
school teacher’s duty to answer
if he is a Communist or not," dedeclared the San Jose attorney.
"If he won’t answer the queslion, he has no businem being employed one day longer in our

Is taro
th..u.;11.
Osisos s.ssits, Losto
ih,i-ussion or
Peace lobbyist, speaks today in knowledge of what they are I
TH5.5. 2:30 p.m., on "Civil Defense doing."
I
The Lobby for Peace was organ -I
That Makes Sense."
Following the talk, sponsored by izecl in April. 1960. It now ha,
the SJS Federation of Teachers. nearly 300 members and headquarlocal 1362. AFL-CIO. a coffee hour ters in San Francisco.
Before becoming its fulltims
at 3:30 is scheduled in room 13 of
the cafeteria. This is for a more lobbyist. Dr. Schutz was emir, personal discussion with faculty mist of the Federal Reserve bank
members and students on the is- in San Francisco and editor of it Monthly Review. During %Voris
sues of civil defense and peace.
In an interview Monday. Dr. War II, he setved in the U.S
Schutz decried the fly-by-night Navy with ranks from ensig::
contractors who are giving the through lieutenant. One of ths
people "the dangerous illusion" original founders of radio station
that they are safe when their shel- KPFA in Berkeley, he has serve,:
as its public affairs director aro
ters have been built.
executive director.
He termed reported estimates
He has also served as a faculty
of casualties and damage RS "arbimember of the University of Calitrary" since Russia’s strength is
fornia in the economics. businesnot accurately known.
administration and speech depart.
"Any estimate will be obsolete
menits.reeek
in or few years.- he said. since
He
.ed a Ph.D. in economstockpiling will be increased while
i
from the University of Carla new and more deadly weapons are
fornia at Berkeley in 1951.
developed. "If you’re not in error ,
now. you will be in eiror in s
time Is, I
SJS Police Arrest
1 \ I . 011111 TION’
Book -Thief Suspect
In
Oh 1,
eldissa. assissint pos
Leonard
A borskiry sosocer who ailms
lessor of mathematics and educe -lied breaking into a student’s res.
Orin, who arranged the talk. Dr.’ dence and taking a book was at
Schutz said, "Contractors and fly -1 rested by S.IS campus pols
by -night operators are hoping to Thursday.
make a wad of money; city coonLOUIS II. Levinson 35 a bra,:
cils are discussing shelters; citi- sient, was arrested near the ;.u’
ceps are setting up handing ells- ministration building after an
tricts: and the legiS tat OM is lucid. asimpus bookstore told SJS poliss
log hearings with a neye to slate that he tried to sell a book with
aid.
out proper identification.
Levinson was taken to San Joss
"People seem to be lighted up
with a purpose or a sense of ’some- police headquarters where he ad.
thing to do.’ And they are chem. milted the theft. He is being held
ing off in the wrong direction, in city jail.

Senior Pix Deadline
Today is the deadline for seniors
make appointments in the stusnt affairs business office, TH16,
tor photographs to be taken for
use in the 1962 La Torre. A 50cent fee will be collected at the
time. At the time of the sitting
$1 will be charged. Photos will be
taken Nov. 14 to Dec. 7 in the
AWS lounge of the College Union,
315 S. Ninth at.
,,..i’;’,101.107,,,,Vole......eties

Cs
ss.

There needn’t be You can get a
head start on your savings pro.
gram by beginning now, while
you’re in college.
Life insurance offers you a combo.
nation of protection and savings.
and by starting your program now
you will have the advantage of
lower premiums.
See your Provident Mutual Cam.
pusrepresentativefor more info’,
mation on a variety of plans,
which may betailoredtoyour Indi
viduat present and future needs.
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210 NORTH FOURTH ST
Phone CY 7-5707
PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Lite Inciirance Company
of Phoadelphia
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Islanders Find

Adjusting to World
Is Difficult Enough
The tall man in the blue
suit and blue helmet who guards
the entrance to their camp is
a policeman, and he is there to
keep them from being bothered
by curious person; who seem
to regard them as animals in
a zoo. There were no policemen
in Tristan Da Cunha, no crime
and no jail.
LONESOME OUTPOST
Some British newspapers refer to Tristan Da Cunha as "the
loneliest place in the world."
That is stretching things a bit
because ships did call there occasionally and somebody even
had started a crayfish canning
factory. But it was one of the
lonesome outposts of the modern
world and its people worked
hard to wrest a living out of
the stony soil.
In 1816 the British posted a
garrison at Tristan Da Cunha
because Napoleon Bonaparte
was living out his life in exile
on St. Helena, just to the north.
When Napoleon died, all the
garrison returned to England except Cpl. William Glass, his colored wife, his children and two
other men. Shipwrecked sailors
landed there and settled down.
Five women were brought in
from Africa to marry the sailors
and provide homes.
ALL RELATED
All inhabitants of Tristan Da
Cunha are members of one of
these familiesGlass,
Hagan.
Swain, Green, Rogers, Repetto
and Lavarello. Anthropologists
have been curious for years as
to why there was no apparent
deterioration because of inbreeding. The people developed a
dialect about half way between
Australian and Cockney.

By FURRY FERGUSON
LONDON t UPI)For about
a week now 262 persons from
another world have been living
in the midst of our 20th Century civilization. They are too
polite to say so, but there is
strong evidence they think all
. of us are crazy.
The 262 persons are the entire
population of Tristan Da Cunha,
a dot of an island in the South
Atlantic about half way between
Argentina and the southern tip
of Africa. Last month a volcano
on the island erupted and the
British government rescued all
the inhabitants, brought them
here and settled them in an
abandoned army camp in Surrey.
Abruptly these people were
thrown into contact with things
they had never seen before
television,
automobiles,
railroads, refrigerators, telephones,
nylon stockings, traffic lights,
cosmetics and policemen. Already they are homesick for
Tristan Da Cunha, and their
tragedy is that they probably
never will be able to go home.
Like it or not, they are stuck
with modern civilization.
Among the things they are
learning painfully:
LITTLE DISEASE IMMUNITY
There is something called
the common cold. None of them
has built up any immunity to
diseases. A dozen of them already have caught colds and
there are two cases of jaundice.
You cannot walk freely
around Britain the way you can
around Tristan Da Cunha. They
are being taught to look up for
a light at street intersections,
if it is red, you halt or else get
killed.
’

CE.A,GeGeil

r;JHY DIDN’T

’THERE WAS AN
OLD LADY WHO
LIVED IN A SHOE
SrfE HAD SO MANY
CHILDREN SHE
\ DIDN’T KNOW
WHAT ID

SHE TAKE ’EM
ALL ’TO UNCLE
JOHN’S PANCAKE
HOUSE?

,

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
1415 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1618 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA

SDIAMONDS WORTHY OF PRIDE AND ASSURANCE

Junior Class Council
Hopes for ’Action’
Editor:
This letter Is being written
in hopes that it will stimulate
action on the part of the ASA
President and Student Council
on a matter of urgent need:
That of filling the vacancy of
junior representative on Student Council.
It would appear that the necessary and initial requirements
for making this selection have
been met: A total of ten persons have applied for the position, and each has been interviewed and discussed by Council
and the ASA President. These
steps alone, in the past, have
been the method and/or the
basis for selection. However, the
junior class, realizing the vital
importance of determining the
individual abilities and qualifications of all applicants, took
the opportunity of inviting each
to attend the class council meeting of Oct. 23, for the purpose
of relating their views on certain specified topics; such as,
(1) what they thought their
responsibilities and obligations
would be as representatives of
the junior class on the Student
Council, (2) what they thought
the main problems confronting
ASA and class government were,
and their suggested ideas for
improvement, (3) what they
thought the role of student government should be at San Jose
State College, and why.
The resultant action was a
recommendation to Brent Davis,
from the junior class of someone
that was considered to be qualified to fill the aforementioned
vacancy; but, no recognition of

._Slparta-

this was given, nor any appointment made.
It is believed that adequate
time has been allotted for the
interviewing, discussion and deiiberation needed to ascertain
the relative merits of each applicant; and it is also believed
the junior class, by constitutional authority, is entitled to
equal and qualified representation on Student Council, and
that they are being slighted if
denied this right. Therefore, in
the interests of fairness and
representative government, it is
strongly requested that an appointment be made to fill the
junior representatives’ chair on
Student Council, this week. The
class has not been fully represented since September.
The Junior Class Council

Information Needed
On Political Parties
Editor:
I have heard much talk about
the rilitical parties that we
have on campus. However, I
have not heard of what specific
program or platform any of
them stands for. I imagine that
students on campus wish to
know this so that they can
either join one of the existing
parties, or if dissatisfied, form
one of their own.
What are all of the registered
political parties’ names and
what do they stand for?
I believe that a series of articles regarding each political
party would contribute to more
active participation and interest
in student government affairs.
Carlos Ramirez
ASH WM

0-kOttild
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By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor
SpCIETY INITIATES 27
Alpha Eta Sigma, SJS honor
accounting society, initiated 27
new members into its fraternity
Nov. 3 at a banquet at the Berry Farm in Santa Clara. New
members include Peter C. Aye,
William P. Blake, Richard Elam,
Helen J. Gardner, David F.
Hanson, Jerry B. Hicks, Fernando A. Jimenez, Theodore N.
Joslyn, Roy J. Kirk, Tazewell
R. Latham jr., Harvey Le Valley, Dennis H. Malody, Judith
M. Meader, William R. Meekfessel, Kenneth R. Oelschlager,
Ernest J. Pappas, Paul E. Pepin, John N. Persinger, William
D. Pirnentel, Barbara F. Read,
Chester R, Roberts,’ William S.
Schwartz, Annete L. Smith, Donald E. Steal, Charlotte A. Stengele, Richard R. Symanski and
Mayne Waldron. Dr. Pete Zidnak addressed the group with
an after-dinner speech entitled
-The Miracle Called Student ism."
NEWLY PINNED
Susie Barton, Alpha Phi junior sociology major, Riverside,
to Dan Buerger, junior prelaw major, Riverside, now attending the University of California at Riverside.
Sue Albright, Delta Gamma
Junior general elementary education major, Danville, to Steve
Strong, Delta Upsilon junior
business major, Long Beach.

HEADING FOR A WEDDING
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 23,
Is the date Helen Luff, Delta
Gamma senior physical education major from Los Angeles,
will become the bride of Larry
Ernarine, Alpha Tau Omega
senior business major, Long
Beach,
Barbara Masterson, Sigma
Kappa physical education major, Redding, has announced her
engagement to Jim Beebe, Delta Upsilon marketing major,
Las Vegas.
Details for a February wedding are now in progress for
the marriage of Jackie Smith,
Delta Gamma senior general
elementary education major,
Vallejo, to Rod Strong, Theta
Delta On junior engineering major, Vallejo, attending the University of California ist Berkeley.
Earlene Cloud, junior general
elementary education major,
Fremont, has announced her
engagement to Ted Carter, Sigma Nu senior physical education major, San Mateo. Feb. 3
is the wedding date set by the
couple.
WEDDING BELLS
Now at home in San Jose following their Oct. 21 wedding
are Elaine Chiappe, junior police major, San Jose, and Mark
Rocchio, Delta Upsilon senior
police major, Oakland.

Philosophy Prof Adds
’Dialogic’ Reflections
I mil must grateful lo tile
Reverend Emmet for his generous appraisal and trenchant
critique IWednestlay, Nov. 1)
of my talk on Existentialism
and Science (Wednesday, Oct.
25). To each of his three points
I wish to add these "dialogic"
reflections.
First, regarding the presumed
dogmatism of existentialism and
of myself. I like to think of it
as solely a function of the pressures of time and the exigencies
of oratory: I severe the inwardness of another man.
His second point touches on
the complex issue of philosophic
presuppositions. Phenomenology
is probably the most concerted,
systematic, deliberate, and penetrating effort in the history
of philosophy to have analyzed
the problem of the presuppositions of knowledge, and, concurrently, to have endeavored to
provide a presuppositionless philosophy. The extent to which
phenomenology has been successful remains to be seen.
His third point is probably,
for our culture, the most basic
problem of all. The Reverend
countenancing the
Attune’
problem from the traditional religious perspective writes of
the relative importance of God
and man. He says that my interpretation of existentialism
constitutes the "false god of the
self." The following comments
about his clearly pertinent observation should be noted.
1. There is no doubt that the
experiences listed below--which
are pre-eminently religious
exist, are important, and are
worthy of the most careful phenomenological scrutiny and
analysis:
a. The experience of an absolute and confronting otherness;
b. The ensuing experiences of
humility, worthlessness, depend-
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c. The corresponding experiences of reliance, faith, loyalty,
dedication, and self-sacrifice;
and, finally,

chOte clate

d. The correlative experiences
of reverence, wbrship, and deference.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
THE TRUTH

2. Whatever the results of
such a proposed phenomenological examination -- an effort
that characterizes the history of
religionsthe following existential facts remain: Our response to the above experiences
is fully our own: it is freely
chosen, freely decided upon.
Our cognitive and emotional attitudes towards these experiences are our own, personal,
autonomous, spontaneous, and
self - determined commitments.
We can choose among these alternatives:

nd
THEBEITS
MENWAITislto ;ARS

GAY THEATER
Based on the Francis Kinsey Reports
LOVE AND THE
FRENCH WOMAN
A KISS

a. We may ignore or repress
the existence--actual or possibleof these experiences;

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
SOME CAME RUNNING
and
THE BRAMBLE BUSH
Also
TARNISHED ANGEL

b. We may reject, deny, or
consciously escape these experiences altogether;

TROPICAIRE TWIN-VUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
TOWN WITHOUT PITT

c. We may accept them and
surrender to them;
d. We may build a proud or
self-assertive citadel in the face
of these experiences; or

ADA
with Nan Martin - Susan Hayward
* SARATOGA AND TOWNE

e. We may reason about their
ontological import and accept
the conclusions of our philosophic and metaphysical analyses.
I think that the phenomenological analysis of religious
states of consciousness promises
to become an unparalleled

THEATERS

La Dolce
Vita
Show Time: 7:30
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STEAK 1.39

SALAD AND POTA

CHICKEN DI NNER

81.45
GOOD ANYTIME OF DAY

Squire4 Re-:Stott/wilt
207 SO. FIRST

Spattanaily
Entered as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California
Newspaper Publishers Association. Published daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday
and Sunday, during college year. Subscriptions accepted only on a remainderof-school basis. In fall semester $4; in
spring semester, $2. CY 4-6414Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising
Ext. 2081, 2082. 2083, 2084. Press of
Globe Printing Co. Office hours 1:45.
4:20 pen.. Monday through Friday. Any
phone calls should be made during these
hours.

philosophic basis for rssei,,,
contentions.
Dr. Peter Knet.tentnitun
professor of philueusiks

ence, and self -immolation:

SENIORS
IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Representatives of the State of California will b.
campus Tuesday, November 14, to interview Feb,,,
1962 candidates for graduation. Opportunities exist in
the following fields:
and field work on
Bridge Engineering Design
bridges. Employment in San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Sacramento. (Division of San Francisco Bay Toll
Crossings and Bridge Department of the Division of
Highways.)
Hydraulic Engineering
Design and construction
of water development projects. Employment in Sacramento and Los Angeles. (Department of
Water Resources.)

supervision

Highway Engineering
Design and construction
supervision of the State freeway program. Employment
Statewide. (Division of Highways.)

For complete information and interview
arrangements contact the Placement Office
wele
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scores of ocean-front homes despite relentless air and ground attacks on the worst
fire in Los Angeles history.
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USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN
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dramatic improvement in
weather conditions and spectacular success

RENTA

!USN

FIN-VUE
ATER
’ PITY

Increasing winds yesterday threatened to
sweep a 12-mile wide wall of flame into

However,

3 MOS. $18
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L.A.’s ’Worst Fire’ Near Control;
Brown Asks Federal Disaster Aid

dmeeireedav,4
BUSINESS MACHINES
MVO OFFICE

Ectoierai,,
Third & San Fernando

of borate bombers late yesterday enabled
more than 2500 weary firefighters to contain almost completely the two giant fires
in the Santa Monica mountains.
Lessening winds helped firemen to prevent joining of the Be! Air-Brentwood fire
with one in Topanga canyon and complete
containment was expected late last night or
early today
Early yesterday evening, city

inspector

Otto Firgens, called the two fires 85 to 95
per cent controlled.
With at least 250 homes burned, most
of them ranging in price from $30,000 to
$250,000 and belonging to Hollywood film
stars and other prominent persons, the blaze
promises to be one of the most costly and
devastating in California’s history.
Coy. Edmund G. Brown appealed to President Kennedy yesterday afternoon to declare
the county of Los Angeles a federal disaster
area. This would enable the stale, county
and city to receive federal funds in the form
of emergency aid. Brown declared the area
a state disaster area Monday.
The blaze, which began early Monday,
has forced evacuation of more than 6000 students from. eight separate schools as well
as countless citizens.
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BONN I UPI I
Konrad Adenauer, 85, re-elected to a fourth’
term as chancellor of West Get’ninny by ci majority of eight votes!
yesterday.
The vote in the Bundestag, the
lower house of parlitunent, was ,
2514 for Adenauer, 206 against and
26 abstentions.
FIRST BALLOT
Ile needed 250 votes, an absolute majority, to win on the first
ballot and he got them.
Adenauer picked up his vvinnin
I edge from his Christian Dem,
crats and members of his
partners, the Free Democrats.
Adenauer promptly accepted tr-..
office, anti net about completir
a government whose outline ha-,
been laid out beforehand in tab with the Free Democrats whii:.
led to a coalition agreement.

sociate professor of industrial engineering, "The Kind of War We
An.’ in At San Jese State." Morris Dailey auditorium, 4:30 p.m.

U.N. Assembly
To Consider
Test Ban Call

Co-Kee, special events: recent
SJS football films, 7:30 p.m.;
"Velsa-Teen" dance combc, 8 p.m.;
regular Co-Rec esents, 7:30 p.m.;
all events in women’s gymnasium.

LEAN

eiveter3
and juNCI

Old Spice quality in a new hair tonic
Keeps hair handsomely groomed all
day Fights dandruff .. Moisturizesprevents dryness Guaranteed non-greasy
CnOire

;!

TODAY
Women’s Recreation assn., archery, 4:15 p.m.; orchesis. room 10,
7 p.m.; women’s swimming, 7 p.m.;
all events take place in the
women’s gymnasium.

Konrad Adenauer Wins Election
For West German Chancellorship

TOMORROW
Classic film, Shakespeare’s
"Henry V" in color, TH55, 3:30
Phone CT 3-9955,
p.m.; Concert hall. 7 p.m.
WI
UNITEDNATIONS, N.Y.
ererdiCe"..e...*OC4"....0770CFC.000644:WeiCtarmOCOOCarsreCFCITierIOCere
Women’s Recreation MOM,
’(UPDThe United States, over
horseback riding. 3:30 p.m.; tenSoviet objections that the question
nis. 4 p.m.; badminton. room 13.
is "not
urgent."
successfully
Tr -C, film: "The Presidential
p.en.; all events in women’s moved yesterday
for immediate
Prayer Breakfast," Morris Dailey gymnasium.
General Assembly consideration of
auditorium, 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
Gamma Delta, book review: a U.N. call for resumption of
p.m.
"Waste Makers" by Vance Pack- negotiations on a foolproof nuTASC, peace-walkers discuss ard, Lutheran church. 374 S Third clear weapons test ban.
their trip, (11226, 3:30 p.m.
St.. 7 p.m.
The Assembly’s Main Political
Alpha Eta Sigma, accounting Committee approved by a 67-11
Hawaiian club, meeting C1116.3.
laboratoiy. TI1117, 7 p.m.
vote with 16 abstentions a U.S.7 p.m.
Engineering Faculty seminar, British resolution calling for RusSocial affairs committee, meetspeaker: Dr H. A. Schade. pro- sia to join those two powers in
ing, A139, 3:30 p.m.
resumption of the Geneva talks
Newman club, meeting. New - fessor of naval architecture at
University of California at Ber- on a test ban treaty. The talks
roan hall, 79 S. Fifth at.. 8 p.m.
keley, "Ness Develcpments in Na- were broken off when the Soviet
,
val Architecture," EDS, 4:30 p.m.; Union began its unprecendented
stein, assistant professor of hisrefreshments served at 4:10 p.m. series of nuclear explosions last
toiy, "Paths in Utopia" by Marmonth.
tin Huber, cafeteria rooms A andi College Religious council.
Although the assembly ratified!
Fourth in a series of lectures on
12:30 p.m.
religion will be p-esented simul- a resolution calling for renewal
American Federation of Teacher,
taneously at serious college-affi- of an uniuspected moratorium on ;
lsea tire by peace lobbyist. TH55,
liated living groups during their nuclear weapons tests, the US*
2 f0 p.m.; coffee hour, cal e teria
British call for treaty talks was
dinner hours.
Rings as
ta.an B, 3:33 p.m.
not called up for a vote Monday.
Woman
faculty,
coffee
hours.
beautiful as
! College Religious council. Third
At the outset of yesterday’s
HE1, 9-10 a.m. and 3-4 p.m.
In a series of lectures on religion
committee meeting, C.S. Ambasthe purpose for
Society
of
industrial
Engineers,
will he presented simultaneously
sador Arthur IT. Dean asked that
which they were
at various college -affiliated living speaker: Dr. Hasid Thompson of the assembly he requested to take
Stanford
university,
"The
State
of
groups during their dinner hours.
action on the Anglo-American resmade ...To be worn
the Art of Metier and Time Study
Society for the Advancement of
oluti& as soon as possible.
Its Present and Future," Havenwith love.
Management, dinner meeting, GarSoviet delegate Semyon K. Tsaly Foods restaurant, Bayshore at
den City Hofbrati, 6:30 p.m.
Julian St., 8 p.m.; a social pre- napkin objected that Dean’s request was "not justified." "We can
Pi Delta Omega, meeting, R9, cedes meeting, 7:30 p.m.
perceive no urgency. whatever,"
6:45 p.m
TAW, meeting, THI07, 7:30
Tasrailkin said.
Humanities club, business meetRussia reiterated Monday that
ing and film, C11138, 7:30 p.m.
Model United Nations commitLw Cercle Francais, election of tee, meeting, College Union, 7:15 it would not accept a demand to
’join resumed treaty talks, insistSinee 1901
officers, cafeteria rooms A and It p.m.
ing that a nuclear test ban must
FIRST & SAN FERNANDO, DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
3:30 p.m.
Occupational Therapy club, bake lie part of an over-all agreement
Thurs. ’til 9 p.m.All Parking Validated
Students Against Communism, sale, in front of library and Health
on general and complete disarmspeaker: Edward S. Carmick, as- building, 10 am.
ament.
officer and committee meeting, E101, 12:30 p.m.
ICC, meeting College Union.
San Jose Ski patrol, meeting;
Put a ton of
First Federal Savings and Loan
building, SON. First at., use secFun in your
ond St. entrance 7:45 p
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Eight Vote Majority

Adenauer’s victory came
plans went ahead for what
thoritative govertunent
said would be a flying trip

..0C,Cotese’..410"-

7’

HAIR TONIC

HOWARD TOURS

!IIPARTAN .11111.1---01

Wasningbm No,.. 20, during which ly small. It bad been full dotty’,)
the chancellor will confer with that he would get between 270
President Kennedy on the Berlin and 2W sores. Political observers
and German problems.
said they felt Adenauer’s loss of
prestige and authority would caner
LOSS OF PRESTIGE
his new government t,
The victory was Ailezuturer’s’
closest since his first election as
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
chancellor in 1949. At that time,
6, HAIR DRYER
he won by one vote He got 202
Hours: 6 a.,,,. to 11 pm
out of 402, and later admited
NO WAITING
openly that the deciding vote was
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
his own.
497 N. 13th
was tines-pee-tea t-

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students Inder or (her 21
ModernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)
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HUSBANDS, ANYONE?
It has been alleged that coeds go to college for the sole purpose
of finding husbands. This is, of course. an infamous cunard, and
I give fair warning that, small and spongy as I am, anybody
who says such a dastardly thing when I am around laid better
prepared for a sound thrashing!
Girls go to college for precisely the slime rea,sons art men do:
to broaden their horizons, to lengthen their vistas, to drink at
the fount of wisdom. But, if, by pure chunee, while a girl in
engaged in these meritorious pursuits, a likey looking husband
should pop into view, why, what’s wrong with that? Eh? WitTieN
V.T4Mig With that?
The question now arises, what should a girl look for in a
husband. A great deal has been written on this subject. Some
say character is most important, ,.)FENT say background, some
Say edlication. .\11 are urinal.
say a ppearariee,
The most important thingbar none in a ii is nil is health.
Though he Is. handsome a.: A la)110 and rich am. Midas what go’ Ii
is he if he just lays around :ill day :teemed:dins bedsores?
The very first thing to do upon meeting a man is to make
sure he is sound of wind and limb, before he has a shaper to
sweet-talk you, slap a thermimatter in his mouth, 11,11 back his
evelids, yankaitit his tongue, rap his patella, palpate his thorax,
ask hint to straighten out a horseshoe with his teeth. If he fails
these simple tests, phone for an ambulance and go on to the
EleSo pnwpect.
If, however, he turns tett to he physically fit, proceed to the
second roost important requirement in a hushand. I refer to a
KIM! of humor.
avoided. There
A man who can’t take a joke is it man to
are several simple tests to find nut a hether your prospect can
take a joke or not. Yeti can, for example, slash his tires. Or burn
his "Mad" comics. Or steal his switchblade. Or turn loose Ida
pet raccoon. Or shave his head.
After each of these good-natured pranks, laugh gaily and
shout "April Fool! If he replies, "But this is February nineteenth," or something equally churlish, (mess him oft your list
and give thanks you found out in time.
Hut if he laughs silverly and calls you "Little Mins!" put
him to the next test. Find out whether he is kindly.
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Painting!

The Original Study Tour to the Pacific
1962 SUMMER -14th Year

HAWAII

UNIVERSITY
SUMMER
SESSION

6 UulvEldliv CRE1ITS AVAILABLE

56 DAYS ...,’5691:114
Earn university credits white enjoying
summer in Hawaii. Price includes steam.
Coast,
0,0 OlabOVIld, it return to
Wilcox Hall
end
greatest diversification of parties, din.
ners, entertainment, sightseeing,
cruises. beach events, and cultural
’,wee,. Plus necessary toUr services.
roundtrip, and Walelkl
apanmentihotel residence available at
Amsted tour rates. Optional nelehbor
Seattle
island visits and return
World’s Fair.

West
resaainco on campus,
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kr or steamship
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ORIENT

STUDY

FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
SESSION

UN
CUBITS 1.11114. SUMMER

79 DAYS

A new roncept
I le unwersity

Includes HawaIi,
Pile Is ell tnclustre,
lust as
^c

1011.16

All intelligent
Eggheads stock up on
Art Supplies at

2298

of study tours, a bona.
program. Also. with 115
ooii enjoy and "live in" the Orient -lapan,
-,it lust see it.
ForrnOSi. Philippines, and Hong Song.
with services
ashore all first class throughOut. Eve.
important as
events are
,..trtone sightseeing. We challenge
,inparisons Ask for Oar 16ipaga bro.
lure for valuable Orient informetiOn
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The title Geniu8

Apply:
Mrs. Robert MeCroskoy
10 E. Rood, Son Jos.
iSM Delta Gamma
CY 2-7103

WALLPAPER. ARTISTS’ SUPPLIES
& PICTURE FRAMES

The quickest way to ascertain his kindlines- is. of course, to
look at the cigarette he smokes. Is it mad? Is it element? Is it
humane? Ihies it minister tenderly to the asyelie? !Nies it
coddle the. synapses? is it a Rood romp:mint’? Is it genial? Is
it bright And friendly and filtered and full of thilret ple:voire
It-till cockcrow till the heart of darkness’’
Is it, in short, Marlboro?
If Marlboro it be, then clasp the man to your horroni with
hoops of steel, for you may be sure that. he is kindly as a MAIOince breeze, kindly as a mother’s kiss, kindly to his very marrow.
And now, haring found a man who is kindiy and healthy
and hiesssI with a SPTISP of hung% the only thing that remains
is to make sure lie a ill :always earn a hmieheome living. "Ilist,
fortunately, is easy. Just enroll him in engineering.
11.1 ’Om .I.I/

112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
Or
Valley Fair - Park ’’C"

Joining Marlboro in bringing you this column throughout
the *Moot pear is another fine product front the same
’ Commander,
rnakeri--t ht. king-size, un filtered Philip 14
Here is pure, clean smoking pleasure. trg a pack. foul( be
welcome aboard!
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And Alabama. boasting perfect
records this season. ranked 1-2
nesterday in the United Press
International
college
football
ratings following last Saturday’s
upsets of Michigan State and
Missiasippi. the previous freestrunners.
The powerful Tseas Longhorns, who have scored 233
points against their opponents’
46. red...Bed 21 first -place i.tew
from the 35 coaches who comprise the UPI weekly rating
board. All told. Texas accumulated 330 points to replace
Michigan State. the No. I team
for the last two weeks.
The Spartans dropped to Bevrrfl

. nth ’Aare and MIsso.sippi fell
Irons second to eighth in the big
shakeup of the top 10.
old.
State,
unbeaten
but
11111 ...tied, adn anced into the No.
3 position. gathering een first
place notes, three more than
Alabama. The Crimson Tide.
hontener. had an in era II total of
231 points %idle the Buckeyes
drew VW.
Louisiana State, which downed Mississippi. 10-7. vaulted two
notches. Is fourth place while
3Iinnesota,
13-0
nictor
over
Michigan State. jumped from
10th to fifth.
Rounding out the top 10 were
Georgia Tech. Michigan State.
Mississippi. Colorado and Missouri in that order.

.. Top publishers brand
new original editions
No mail 140 phone
orders please
1 00 p
Thursday

i1;4
-

Heavyweight Champion Floyd Patterson in Toronto, Can,

Bast Saner
For Loss
C05.5513

San Jose State’s varsity water
poloists attempt to avenge an
early season 13-5 loss when the
Stanford Indians invade the Spartan pool today for a 4:30 p.m.
clash.

* RENTALS *
Portables

The &IS Bluth take on Stanford’s undefeated freshman
squad at 3:30.
The Spartan varsity will have

Standards

to be at its best to beat Stanford,
a potent offensive club. Stinford
is having its best varsity season
in four years. according to SJS
1Coach Lee Walton.
The Spartans. however, are
playing together "much better"
now than when they tangled with
the Indians in the season opener,
Coach Walton said.
Fi.1$ looked good in beating
university of Pacific 7-4 Friday

ALL MAKESALL MODELS
Ful:y Guaranteed

frii1"111PlIr’di

V Rent

to Own

V

No Deposit

V

Free Exchange

LOW STUDENT RATES

CO.
MODERN OFFICE MACHINES
CYpress 3-5283

124 E. San Fernando St.
Next to Cal Book Store
FREE PARKING

78 So 4th St
CY 5-9868

Free Delivery

555’sing

In Stockton. Spartan scoring
leader Jim Monsees played one
of his best games of the season
against the Tigers, scoring fine

19

pound&

was off in his timing against Terrell and lacked power in his
punches. Terrell. a lanky 54.
pound fighter, landed consistently
with his jabs to the head H.
had better speed than Ltt n or .
his footwork or is

SPANISH

FOODS

LARGE BANQUET ROOM
FOODS TO GO
elidia9e
93 Willow St.

CY 54584

SAVE

SJS-Stanford Meet
Today in Water Polo

(in

TYPEWRITER

Electrics

Sunny LisUPI
ton, boxing’s current had boy,1
yesterday shrugged off fan reaction to his plodding showingl
I against Ernest Terrell with the ,
!comment "they used to boo Joe
Louis in exhibitions to."
Liston, slow and flabby from a
:king layoff, was anything but impressive in his four-round exhibition fight with Terrell. the
heavyweight champion.
The match was a preliminary
Ito the main bout, a fight betwee:
Joey Giardello and Jesse Smith
Giardello won a 10-:,,,,nr1 decision.

Spartan Pool . . . 4:30 p.m.

San Fernando Between 3rd & 4th Sts.

119 E

as

Yager
& Silva

’Bad Boy’ Liston Unimpresisive
CHICAGO

PUNCHING BAG at his Lynnfield, Mass., training camp, heavyweight Tom McNeeley, Arlington, Mass., trains for his fight with

San Jose
rot’BOOK SHOP

ra

Open

The kind of "status
symbols" that mean
most to us are our
many satisfied customers. We work
day and night to
rmuirOain our status
as the best place to
have a car serviced.

sports

-

BOOK
SALE
"It’s an expensive
new model designed
for people who love
status symbols."

Floyd’s Next Foe

Texas Longhorns Voted No. 1
In UPI Poll; Alabama Second

scored three goals in the loss to
i Stanford.
Close behind Monsees in the SJS
scoring race is Herb Matter, a top
clutch performer. Matter has scored 17 goals in 50 attempts, for a
34 per cent shooting mark.
Spartans showing improved play
in recent games, according to
Coach Walton, are Gene Gastelum,
Herm Radloff and Pete Segues.
Gastelum scored a goal against
UOP, while Radloff and Segues
have looked good defensively.

On Your Cleaning & Laundry Cost
SHIRTSWashed and Pressed
PANTSWashed and Pressed

23c
40c

2000 Discount to Students on
Dry Cleaning
SKIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED,
(Some price as Coin -Op)

ONLY

WONDER CLEANERS
CY

12th and Santa Clara

5-8763

IJEE’S
BARBER SHOP
Adults . . . 1,50
Children . 1.25

John Henry, S.IS’ superlative
goalie, should prove to be a big
factor in today’s game. Henry.
one of the best goalies on the
Pacific Coast, "looked great" in
the Pacific game, Coach Walton

said.

Specializing in ill Mimi’

Other top Spartans slated to
see action against Stanford are
goals.
Larry Armstrong. Dave Corbet,
Monsees has tallied 21 goals in Bob Lee. Steve Skold, Bob Weg158 attempts this season for a 36 man and Austin Wiswell.
Iper cent shooting average. He
The Spartan frosh, who haven’t
played since Oct. 28, will have
their hands full when they tangle
with the Stanford fresh. "They
are probably the best fresh water
polo team in the country," Coach
Walton said of the Stanford yearlings.

68 E. San Fernando
Open 9 to 6 Monday thru

Saturday

Arrow

Always Featuring

cut- oit:"PA R"

Maier Gas at
reduced prices

The pullover shirt
with no handicap
This new knitted shirt of 100%
nylon is magnificently tailored to
conform to natural body lines.
Its comfortable good looks
and swing -free action brings out
the best in you at work or play.

Cigarei.tes at
27.c per pack
Lcw siudent
parking rates

The 545 fresh boast some
outstanding players. however.
Their to offensive threats are
Grant Rogers and Ed Gibson.

Rogers has scored 36 goals in
60 attempts for a phenomenal 60
per cent shooting akerage. Gibson
is close behind with 31 goals in
52 attempts, also a 60 per cent
shooting mark.
Other top Spartan yearlings are
Mike Stanley. 16 goals. Louis Tully. 11. and Skip Yazd, 7.

Banton comes in 12 colors.

Rea & White
Cc -Ai Stamps

Short sleeves

$5.95

( l).lI- A LNJOY
ALL THESE WONDERFUL
HOT FOODS!

Long sleeves $6.95
iianan 111111r4ge

French Roll
Potato Sielad
All for

O tIcw 7 Blend
Gas Pumps
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From the
"Cum ’,etude Collection-

Ali Credit
Cards honored

Batt On. knit for
the college man
No campus wardrobe is complete
without a selection of Arrow Hanlon
knits for active sports or juat
,,,.. relaxing. Come in to see this new
luxury collection of knits. Specially
’
designed for the man of action.

$595
Plus "S&H" Green
OPEN
MONDAY nod
THURSDAY
NIGHTS
TILL 9

Stomps
PARK NM
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
Kirby’,, 20 So Sotond
Al’s, NI So Third

City Porlanq Tickets
Valldotod

Combination Plate
Taco -Tamale- Enchilada
Beans &

.90c

RELAX

Home Style
CHILI

BEANS

30(

IN A MAN’S WORLD

Foot Long

HOT

DOGS

WITH

3fir

SIR WALTER

TAMALE

BEEF TACO

350

ENCHILADA

35e

DELUXE
SANDWICH
SHOP
Next to Ray’s
Barber Shop

POUCH
PACK
KEEPS
TOBACCO

FRESHER!

RALEIGH
Pipe smokers appreciate Sir Waiter
Raleigh’s choice Kentucky Burley
extra aged for flavor and mild,
nets. Now kept 44% fresher in the
pouch pack. So relax and get away
from your cares with Sir Walter

Raleighthe quality pipe tobaccol

275 E. MAN FERNANDO

NO’ CANO ACC OOP NItiln !Wier algal

111111111Manwas_
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DESERVED REST

Distance Men
Face Fresno

fe
19

p01.1r.ris

Ti
ver in hi,
lanky
conshiteroly
ad. }1
1.151

7

)0DS
ROOM

State’s crass country
(Nun threatens to take its sevwhen the local
enth straight win,
Fresno state
tartlets engage the
raisin
Bulldogs this Friday at the
city.
Remembering that the Stanford bum is where the Weal
Coast Championships are held,
the !Spartans gave evidenee or
taking it all in its 16-43 drubbing of the Indians.
Matching SJS’ times with the
best in the west’s course clockings
gives proof that this year’s crop
of Spartan distance men are the
best in SJS’ history.

SAVE MONEY!!
On GAS and OIL

a9e
CT 5.9584

SAHARA OIL CO.
Second and William
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Not Same Team

UOP Has Improved

Only seven Well have ever
broken 21 minutes on the Tribe
course. San Jose State had tour
men under 21 minutes in one
race.

In 1959 Idaho copped the team
time record with 1:46:03.2. The
Spartans bettered this record with
a 1:43:27.5.

.. 23c
40c

4LY 15c

t5
r 5-8763

Walt Roberts’ record -breaking 92.
yard touchdown run during last
week’s Homecoming game with ASU,
qualifies him as our selection for the
FOREMOST Player of the Week.
Walt, a sophomore halfback majoring in Physical Education, originally
hails from Compton, California. Best
of luck for many successful seasons
in the future Walt, from
FOREMOST.

Ummm. it’s

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

ifilkalatecets

Cla44 Co4ciou.3
For the campus bound man
conscious of what’s right in
or out of class. Waist length
poplin acket, belted cords and
a hopsack pullover shirt.

.50
,25
rirent,

o s er’s
C4.16104.44LoSINIG4 ’VA" C
1/4415Z
SA. 40,5PliAl
za; 66E ;TAM touloc
souri4 Feuikr.
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Athlete of the Week
WALT ROBERTS

San
gt alders will face a Lost Saturday . . . a team that
p:asses..
le
.
.stly Unproved University of Pa. beat the Spartans 27-18 earlier , 21 against Arizona state Satke
etrie football team Saturday night In the year.
and now has a 90 of 149 mall.
in Stockton.
Spartan quartet-back Chun Gal -1 Gallegos’ t,,tal pass yarchwe is
legos
continues to lead the na- I 1105.
Coach Bub Titchenans Spartans didn’t have too much trouble containing COP last Sept.
SPECIALS: GOOD WED.-THURS,FRIAAT., NOV 8th NOV.
22 in blanking the Tigers 16-0.
But It now appears that Tiger
U.S.D.A. Grade A
C
U.S.D.A. Good
caarh John Rhode has transSIRLOIN STEAK
lb. ROUND STEAK
tormed his team into a rather
U.S.D.A. Choice
potent offensive threat.
C
Eastern Lean
LEG 0’ LAMB
lb. PORK STEAKS
lb.
Before the Stockton team came
to San Jose six weeks ago, they
STAR LITE MEAT MARKET
had posted a 12-7 win over a
598 So. First St.
CY 7-0082
mediocre Long Beach state team.
Since then, they have averaged
exactly 27 points per contest in
winning four of six games, the
last three in a row. The big eyesore on the UOP record is a horHow many of these 12 new
rible 70-19 loss to New Mexico.
Titchenal remarked this week
Spectrum Paperbacks have you read?
that UOP is so intent on gaining
a revenge victory that Rhode is
sending his chaices through secret
Here are the newest titles in
workouts.
a distinguished listyou’ll find
Particularly disturbing to the
them all at your bookstore listed
5.15 couching stall is Om fart
below.
that LOP clobbered Idaho 27-2
WHAT PRICE ECONOMIC GROWTH?
Edited by Klaus Knorr and William .1,
Haumol $1.95
ARMS CONTROL: ISSUES FOR THE PUBLIC
IT’S THE TALK
Edited by Louis Helikin (An Amere
sembly Book) $1.95
OF SAN JOSE!
SCARCITY AND EVIL
THE EDUCATION OF
by Vivian Charles Walsh $1.95
TEACHERS: CONSENSUS AND
CONFLICT by G. K. Iludenfield
JUSTICE AND SOCIAL POLICY
and T. M. Stiontit
by Frederick A. Olafson $1.95
$1.95
FAMOUS
CONSTRUCTIVE ETHICS
LITERATURE, POPULAR
by T. V. Smith and
DINNER
CULTURE, AND SOCIETY
William Debbina
$.1.95 by Leo Lowenthal
STEAK
$1.95
LONELINESS
PARADOX
AND
PROMISE:
by Clark E. Moustakas $1,75
VISIT
ESSAYS ON AMERICAN LIFE
RELIGION IN AMERICA:
AND EDUCATION
OUR
PAST AND PRESENT
$1.95
by Clifton E. Olmstead $1.95 by Harry S. Broudy
KNOWLEDGE: ITS VALUES RELIGION AND THE
KNOWLEDGE OF GOD
AND LIMITS
by Gustave Weigel, S.J., and by Gustave Weigel, S.J., and
$1.75 Arthur G. Madden
Arthur G. Madden
$1,95
SOON

83
55

With record clocking tunes by
Jell Fishbaek and Danny Murphy, 20:26.8: Charlie Clark, 20:30-9; and Tom Tulle, 20:48.6:
the Spartans look tuaitoppable.
With these rocketing doctrines
the Spartan harriers have already
climbed into the magic top ten of
the Stanfold all-time performance
circle.
Cross country may be new to
the west coast, but if SJS has anything to say about it the sport will
rapidly mature.

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Cost

SPARTAN DATT.T-5

WALTER ROBERTS is pictured moments after he dazzled
Arizona State’s Sun Devils with a 92 yard touchdown run that
gave him the longest run from scrimmage in Spartan history.
The 19-year-old sophomore from Compton gave the Spartans
a 20-12 lead in the third quarter with the record -breaking jaunt.
SJS won the homecoming game, 32-26.

Intramural
Title Tilt
Is Today
Undefeated AID,
Cal -Hawaiians
To Battle
AID and the Cal-Hawaiians
both won their intramural A
league contests Monday and will
play for the championship today
at 3:30 p.m. at the intramural
field at Tenth and Alma sin.
Led by Grant Hornbeck, the
Cal-Hawaiians dumped the Independents 13-7. Hornbeck passed to
Buddy Goad for one touchdown,
and ran 15 yards for the other.
AID trounced the Mouklymen
39-7, and, following the reversal
of an early-season ineligibility
ruling, are 7-0 and are tied with
Cal-Hawaiians. Gary Pyle passed
to John Hammer for 21 yards, to
Grimm Mason for 20 yards and to
Stan Winvick for 20 yards for
AID. Mason ran an intercepted
pass back 50 yards for another
AID score.
Dean Laughlin passed 30 yards
to Bob Davis for the Mouldyrnen’s
only TD.
Lad Manor outhustled Allen
Hall number one for a 13-6 triumph. Paul Chaplik took in Bob
Daovst’s pass and rambled 50
yards for Lad Manor’s first score,
then passed to George Mullen for
another 15-yard TD.
The Jim Payor-to-Harlan Lawtam combination was good for a
15-yard touchdown for Allen Hall.
Gary Maygren tossed a 22-yard
aerial to Butch Gakle and Mel
Swan passed 40 yards to Howard
Malafa for the Army ROTC, as
the annymen downed Wilson’s
12-6. Tom Murphy scampered 35
yards for Wilson’s only score.
The Newman Nites shut out the
Pink Tubbers 8-0, as Paul Garcia
threw a 30-yard TD pass to Norm
Raney for the game’s only touchdown

"Midnight
Bowling
Romantic?"

ANGELO’S
iA.15

Lariat
Room

Symbol of Good Reading: Spectrum faN Books
Published by Prentice-Hall

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CV 4-2810

24-HR.
FREE
PARK
REAR
OLD
Y.1.4.CA

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

ROBERTS BOOK CO.
On 4th Across from Library

CY 7-3623

72 E. SANTA CLARA

THE BELL TELEPHONE
COMPANIES SALUTE
CARL HORN
How many more people will need telephone
service in Illinois by 1970? How many more telephone buildings should be built, how much more
equipment ordered? Helping to find the right
answers (because the wrong ones could be very expensive) is the job of Carl Horn, a telephone company economist who graduated from college just last
year. His studies and estimates help management

make important forecasting decisions. Decisions that
will bring advanced communications to the nation.
Carl Horn of Illinois Bell Telephone Company,
and other young men like him in Bell Telephone
Companies. help make your telephone and communications service the finest in the world.
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

E MEM-Of-IKE MONTH

GOODIES FOR COMPACTS Ltd.
RLD

ER
Waiter
Burley
d mild=
r in the
A away

Walter
Dbaccol

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

CORVAIR RACING EQUIPMENT
Parts Now in Stock:
Mallory Ignition
Empi Camber Compensator
Empi Sway Bars
Edelbrock Manifolds
Iskenderian Cams
Thomas Magnesium Rockers
Sun Transistor Tachometers
3161 Cadillac Drivb

Bestone Muffler Kits
Runyon Headers
Knock Off Hub Caps
Four-Barrel Carb Kits
Thomas Four-Carb Sets
Chrome 4-Speed Gear Knobs
Armstrong Racing Shocks
Steen -C Lubricants
FR 8-0593

_Jan

8SPARTAN DAILY

Baked Food Sale
Starts Tomorrow
Members of the Occupational
Therapy club are holding a baked
food sale tomorrow in front of the
library and health building from
10 a.m. until they are sold out,
Claudia Hoover, president, announced yesterday.
Funds from the annual event
wili go to the club’s student loan
fund for students taking clinical
training follownig graduation_
Miss Hoover said women supplying baked goods for the sale are
to bring them to the occupational
therapy laboratory or to the
booths.
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married mon uncle, 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degre of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20000, Property Damage
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With Cali.
fornia Casualty he would pay
about $80 less 516 dividend, or
a net of 564 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even uemarried men and worsen with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave., Sunnyvale; REgent 91741 (day & site).
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New Post Format
Discussed Tonight
lelta Sigma, advertising
fraternity, will feature Kenneth
W. Sells, Pacific Coast division
manager of Saturday Evening
Post, at 8 o’clock tonight in .1208.
He will speak on the new Poet
magazine, according to Mike Sanders, president.
Sells will discuss the reasons
bringing about the changes in
format in the "highly popular
magazine," Sanders said.
Sells, an ADS member, was
graduated from the University of
Wisconsin and has worked for Curtis publishers since the end of
World War II,
In 1953 Sells became the publisher’s first Pacific Southwest
manager and in 1959 was appointed to his current position with
headquarters in San Francisco.
Sanders invites all interested
student.; to atend the speech.

Profs Write Three Texts
To Aid Math Education
R.% FRED FLAGIAND
To meet the demand of elementary mathematics teachers for supplementary texts for advanced
students, Dr. John L. Marks, professor of mathematics. and Dr.
James R. Smart, associate professor of mathematics, have authored three "enrichment write-in
texts," for use in grades four
through six.
The fourth and fifth-grade texts.
"Exploring Mathematical Ideas"
and "Enlarging Mathematical
Ideas." were published in September by Ginn and co. The sixthgrade text. "Extending Mathematical Ideas," was published last
spring by the same company.

SUPPLEMENT NEEDED
The SJS professors originally
got the idea for the texts from
"requests of teachers for supplementary material contained in one
book," Dr. Marks said.
The enrichment texts include
topics not ordinarily included in
Second annual House of Edge- elementary level mathematics
worth Scholarship Awards contest texts. Geometry is introduced as
,ffering cash awards totaling $1000 early as the fourth -grade text, as
fa college students in marketing is the theory of prime numbers.
and advertising has been anAn introduction to probability
nounced by Lams and Brother co.
included in the fifth Three cash prizes of $500, $300 theory is
hook. An emphasis Is placed
and $200 will be awarded students grade
of correct mathematisubmitting the best marketing and on the use
in the textbooks, Dr.
advertising plans for selling House cal language
of Edgeworth pipe tobaccos to the Marks said.
SELF-TEACHING TEXTS
young men’s market.
According to Dr. Smart, the
Information concerning budget.
market area, product descriptions, write-in texts are designed to be
duration of promotion and other "largely self-teaching." He said
facts are in the rules as a guide this way the teacher would be able
to spend more time with students
to the contestant.
Winners will be given nation- who learn at a slower pace.
Fast -learning students, on the
wide publicity in various trade
journals, in addition to the cash other hand, won’t be held back by
the slow-learners, Dr. Marks said.
awards.
"They don’t have to continue with
more drill and, thus, lose interest
in the subject," he explained.
Other objectives of the texts are
to increase the ability of the stu2-bdrm., compl. turn.,
washe . dent to do mental computation,
s 444 So. 5th.
3 or 4
urge the student to experiment
prin. with logical mathematical thought
Will share my new home kit.
processes and to introduce the
Couples and singles. CL 1-0672.
student to interesting topics from
Apt. to share with mature male student.
taught in other counClose campus. in/garage. Approx. $50 mathematics
ties and in other times.
mo. CV 5-5908.
Many of the pages that apSerious male student to share 1 bdr.. 4
frn. apt. Garage, washer, dryer, privacy.! peered in the texts were used ex7851/2 So. 8th, CY 5.1832
perirnentally in three "pilot

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office.
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

11 A. Scit.1,1v, professor of
naval architecture at the University of California at Berkeley, will
address the engineering faculty
seminar Thursday in E118 at
4:30 p.m.

Signups begin Nov. 13 f.,1
dents planning to take industrial
technology couises this springs,,.
cording to Prof. William J. M..
Larney, coordinator of the pr.,.
gram.

Dr. Schade will discuss "New
Developments in Naval Architecture." He has recently returned
from an international conference
at olasgow, Scotland, on "Ship
Design."
Refreshments will be served at
4:10 p.m

Seniors must register between
Nov. 13 and 15: juniors and sophomores between Nov. 15 and 17.
said Professor McLarney.

GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

75c

3 Cash Awards
Offered by Firm

Help Wanted

For Sale

Set a new collegiate record. Ca,
Complete, maple twin beds. $35. Call risen 21 or older who would like to eo.
wages, food and refreshment for
after 5 p.m., AL 2-8119.
weeks work call Vic Fidiam, Say -V
’57 MG& excel. cond. $1200. AL 3-0189 Plua Parlor, AX 6-3837 after 5 p.m.
after 6 p.m.
Services
MGA ’58, w/w, roadster, excel. cond. Child care in my home. Preschool, Leila
Best of:er. AN 9-4078.
M. White, 1253 So. 7th. Apt. *8,
’56 Healey; &drive. R&H, wire wheels. CV 5-9206.
to
’as. 395 Sa 4th #5. CV 2.0604.
Transportation
Must sell 2nd semester co^’,a,..t, worn. To Los Angeles
7,1nksoivin1. Ride or
,,e+ CY 7-7386 (Lynn). riders, call LS 7.4,15 AL,
Must sell men’s appr, boarding house
Lost & Pound
=Aid to Nov. IS. 680 So. 5t6.
-4 Larry Krinner,
Lost near 4+h: Chi Omega Sorority pin.
Inscribed W.L.F. Reward, EL 4-9933,
Rentals
Miscellanea*
Furs. apts., mod 1 hr., w/w carpets
Idry. +-1- I 536 c -.a. Mgr. Apt. #5, If you would like to sell your bicycle.
Cr’ 45 ’44
call EL 4-8671 after 7 p.m.

Police Seek Man
In Exposure Case

San Jose State campus police
are searching for a suspect who
may have committed three cases
of indecent exposure on the SJS
campus.
Ralph E. Gough. head of the
campus police, said descriptions of
the suspect, given by coeds, indicated the same man had committed all three acts. Descriptions
given by the coeds were: height
5 feet 8 inches, weight 145 lbs.,
light brown hair and 20 to 25
years old.
Campus police said the three
cases had’ taken place in the
-her. onappr. apt. Amer. Folk Music Club: Interested per- Health. Speech and Drama and
Two girls wish :am.
s.!lrfin-; Feb. I. C
Larritta after 5 p.m. sons send name & address to Joe Ed.
Library buildings within a month.
ES 1.5466
795 E. Meadow, Palo Alto.

SIC FLICS

Procedure for signup is outlined on the industrial technology
bulletin board in the Encine,orr;
building.

SPECIAL
FALL and WINTER

SATURDAY, SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
2.00
FROM 11 A.M. to 1 P.M
1.50
PM. to 2 P.M.
.75
AFTER 2 P.M.

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD

NEAR

STORY ROAD

_ 11111,0/1.11.11.1411,8110

DR. JOHN L. MARKS, professor of mathematics (seated), and
Dr. James R. Smart, associate professor of mathematics, are
shown glancing through the first copies of their "enrichment
write-in’ texts for advanced elementary students.
schools" in the bay area before
publication, Dr. Marks said.
The sixth-grade text was used
last summer in courses for advanced pupils in a number of summer schools, according to Dr.
Smart.
CORONA

II1

HAWAII

The initial reaction to the, sixth grade text was "favorable," Dr’.
Marks said. He added the enrichment texts are being used in a
"great many schools in this area"
as well as in other parts of the
United States

UNDERWOOD ROY

CHRISTMAS CIIARTER
ONLY

1442

AL REMINGTON

FULL ROUND TRIP

t1
71peuirt eri

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c e line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

Cal Professor Sets Pre-Reg Dates Set
Naval Design Talk For Industrial Tech

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN_

Leave: Dec. Inth or 19th
Return: Der. 27th or 30th
First Conic, First Serve

18

Est. 1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

Call Now

CY 47346

Sertours Internal ional
493 E. Santa Clara
San Jose

CYpress 3-6383

SAMPLE SUBJECTS

ANNUAL FALL

Architecture

BOOK

Business
Chemistry

SAIL"
STARTS MONDAY

Democratic Vista"
Economics
Fiction
Government
Handwriting Analysis
Ideal of Human Unity"
Japanese Woodcuts
King’s Peace"

Books Make the Perfect Gift
for Your Thanksgiving Host,
or for Christmas Gifts.
PAPERBACKS AS LOW AS
HARDBACKS FROM

Literature
Mathematics
Natural Sciences
Oxford Life"

be
25c

Paperbacks
Quest for Utopia"
Russia and America"
Social Sciences

Huge Selection of Fiction, Non-Fiction, Sports,
Humor, Travel, History, Biology, Art, Science,
Literature, Nature, and Many More at

Travel
U.S. History
View of London"
William Shakespeare

"All I have to do is fly to
St. Louis and back and then
I’m initiated?"
MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
21 GREAT TOBACCOS
ENTER TODAY. ENTER INCESSANTLY!
PRIX

GET WITH THE GRAND

Spartan Bookstore
41

RIGHT ON CAMPUS

Xtra big selections
You come and see
Zen for the West"

